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About This Game

The game presents us with a very unique group of farm animals that tired of the abuse of the big chains of Fast food decide to
oppose them; Armed and trained to fight, our 5d3b920ae0
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fast food fighters steam. fast food street fighters. fast food fighters. fast food tributo a foo fighters. fast food freedom fighters

Fast Food Fighters is a bullethell roguelite arcade shooter with a lot of potential. The characters are amazingly fun and cute to
the point you can't believe those little guys are the "heroes" that have to fight the resistance against evil fast-food chains. The
gameplay is quite easy to get used to, your classic aim and shoot with mouse and move with W,A,S,D. you can do a "barrel-roll"
with the right click and there you have all you need to kite and shoot your way to the BOSSES. BOSSES, this is where the game
SHINES. The bosses are AMAZING, they're fun to look at, theyre fun to play against, theyre tricky and challenging and you
really want to kill those bastards when you see them, the boss design are non existant cliches that finally have real form in this
game. Negative things? yeah, like all early access games there are flaws, its super fun that the maps re generate in a different
way everytime you retry but after killing some minions you are left there in the big map with nothing to do, nothing to collect
and not knowing where to go cus everywhere looks quite the same. It would be great if they could add more things to do in the
game while exploring. Sound, The music is GREAT but the game fx could improve a lot, still, we're talking about an early
access game in progress and there IS room for improvement there. In general Fast Food Fighters is a game with cute characters,
fun story, challenging but easy to get in to the gameplay and playstyle. Kudos to Unstoppable Studio for making a fun game for
the indie community.. If You Like Binding You Will Love This Just As Much Cant Wait To See Where This Game Goes
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